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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our purpose here is to study local approximation properties of projections 
onto spline spaces. Given a sequence of spline spaces (S,> of fixed degree 
k - 1 and a sequence of projections {PN}, PN: CIO, 11 + S, , such that 
11 PNf -film + 0 for allfe CEO, 11, we shall say that {PN) approximates well 
locally or has good local approximation properties if for any 0 < a < a! < 
/I < b < 1 there exist constants K1 and KZ and an integer N,, such that for all 
“t-6 ao, 11, 
for N 3 N,, . This problem has been studied in the cases of quadratic spline 
interpolation at the midpoints of mesh intervals and cubic spline interpolation 
at mesh points; cf. [5,9, lo]. In the &norm for uniform partitions, this 
problem has been studied for the least-squares projection by Nitsche and 
Schatz [13]. For the least-squares projection in the uniform norm, a result 
of the form (1.1) is implicit in the paper of Douglas, DuPont, and Wahlbin [X] 
for quasi-uniform partitions. Our approach has been inspired by this latter 
paper; in particular, by the observation of [8] that if a sequence of positive 
numbers (a,>,>, satisfies Cj>% 3 , a. < A4 a, for some constant M and all n, 
then a, < Wa, for some K > 0 and 0 < r < 1. The main result here is that 
if the PN’s are locally determined (cf. (3.1)) and if they satisfy some natural 
uniformity condition (cf. (3.7)) then (1.1) holds (Theorem 3.6). Most, if not 
all, of the widely studied spline projections satisfy our conditions. 
In Section 2, we show that “most” uniformly bounded sequences of 
projections do not approximate well locally. In Section 3 we give sufficient 
conditions for (1.1) to hold. In Section 4, we give a few applications and 
derive some known results. We also find a class of spline projections bounded 
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on L, for some 1 < q < cc whose L, norms are of the same magnitude as 
their L, norms. This enables us to recover the result of [8]. 
For a partition B : 0 = x0 < x1 < ... < x~+~-% = 1, with xi < JG+~ 
for some fixed integer k > 2, we define the spline space S(k, a> to be the 
linear span of the normalized B-splines (&)E;‘, where 
B{(X) = g(xi+1 ).,.) X,,k ; x) - g(xj ) . ..) Xi+&: ; x) 
and g(s; t) = (s - t)“;‘; cf. [4]. As is well known, there is a constant Di, > 0 
such that for any such A and for any scalars (ai: 
Here, j/ . ]lrn is the I;,-norm on [0, 11. We define d = maxi (xi+ - xi>. For 
convenience we shall often write S instead of S(k; a). It will be understood 
that all partitions are of the above form and that, unless stated otherwise, 
k is a fixed but arbitrary integer greater than one. 
The dual space of C[O, l] will be denoted by C*. IfSE C[O, 17 and X E C”, 
the value of h at f will be denoted by (h, f) or, sometimes, 3y A(f). For 
h E C* and A a subset of [0, l] we shall write carr h _C A if (h, J) = 0 for allf 
which vanish on A. The smallest such set A is called the carrier of X. The 
support of a function g E C[O, I] is supp g = (x: g(x) # 01. Given Iinear 
functionals (#~i:Li’, linearly independent over S, the projection determined by 
(&) is P where Pf = s if and only if <& , f - s) = 0 ‘di. Given (h<}E*‘=, _C C”
and ( g,)zI _C C[O, I], the notation T = C Ai @ g, means that Tis determined 
by the rule Tf = C xi(f) gi V’ E C[O, I]; T is a projection if and or&y if 
<hi, gj) = aj, . The adjoint of T is T* = C gL @ Xi and /I FI’ = /I r* 11. 
2. A NEGATIVE ~~ESIJLT 
Most of the known projection schemes onto sphne spaces are known to 
enjoy local convergence properties. In the case of least-squares projections 
onto spline spaces satisfying a global mesh restriction, this is an immediate 
consequence of the proof given in [8]. In the case of quadratic spline inter- 
polation, it follows from a matrix theoretic argument; cf. [IO]. For cubic 
sphne interpolation, a local convergence theorem can be found in [5]; 
in addition, a matrix theoretic argument can be found in [9]. The approxi- 
mation methods investigated in [l I] automatically have good local approxi- 
mation properties. On the other hand, the methods studied in [7] and [12] 
do not approximate well locally (but the associated projections were not 
uniformly bounded). It is, therefore, reasonable to ask: for what sequences of 
projections (PNj onto spline spaces (S,} (P,: C[B, k] -+ SPJ = S(d,) and 
Em,,, 2% = 0) does supN /j P, // < co imply that the P,‘s approximate 
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well locally? We shall presently show that not all such sequences of 
projections have this nice property. In the next section we shall give some 
sufficient conditions for {PN} to approximate well locally. 
Let A, be the partition of [0, l] consisting of the points i/N, 0 < i < N, 
and let S, = S@,). Define the Banach space X = ((TN}: TN: C[O, 11 + S, , 
TN bounded, linear, and sup, j/ TN 11 < a> with ll{TN}iIx = supN I] TN II and 
the obvious algebraic operations. Let B Z X consist of all (TN> such that 
TN: C[O, l] -+ S, is onto and TN2 = TN QN. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let {PN} E B and E > 0. Then, there is an f E C[O, l] n 7 
Cm[O, t] and an {I&) E 9 such that /i{PN} - (RN)JIX < E and 11111~~~ N * 
II Gf -fllL,h1/Pl > 0. 
Proof. Let PN = xi XiN @ BEN where {BiNI is the normalized B-spline 
basis for S, ; we may assume that Qf E C[O, l] n P[O, *)), ii;;;,,, N. 
II &f -fllL,~0,1/4~ = 0. Let 
(2.1) 
where g(h) = e1i2 and g is continuous on [i, l] but has a derivative nowhere 
on [$, 11. Since infill g - s IjL [112,1~: s E C[&, l] n S,> > C/N for some 
C > 0 independent of N, there G a bounded linear functional pLN on C[O, l] 
such that pFLN(s) = 0 Qs E S, , II pN II = 4 pd d 3 C/N, and pdh) = 0 if 
h E C[O, 11 and h(x) = 0 Qx E [&, 11. Let QN 3 E xi pN @ BiN and RN = 
PN + QN . Now, for x E [0, 91, we have 
N . I &fC4 - fW 3 N * I Qivf(x)l - N I Pi&d - f(x)1 
> E . C - N I P&x) -f(x)\. 
Q.E.D. 
The following result further demonstrates the scarcity of sequences of 
projections with good local approximation properties. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f be as in (2.1), let 0 < z < $, and let E > 0. Then 7 A = {{PN} E9: limN.+m N1+E I PNf(z) -f(z) is$nite> is of thejrst category 
in Y. 
Proof. A _C Uz=, AlLi where AM = Wd: I PDF -f(z)1 < M/N1+‘I 
Each AM is clearly closed and the construction used in the previous lemma 
can be used to show that no AM has an interior in 8; we leave the details 
to the reader. 
While the above results show that “most” sequences of projections do not 
have nice local approximation properties, it is the case that most (if not all) 
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of the widely used projection schemes do approximate well locally. As we 
show in the next section, this is essentially a consequence of the uniform 
boundedness of the sequence of projections 
3. MAIN R~suLm 
Let P = C A, @ B, be a projection determined by {FL*) where 
carr pa C supp B, Vi and j; pi ‘1 < ? vi. (3.1) 
It follows that hi = Cj aiJpj for some constants ~7%~ . There is a constant 
D > 0 independent of A such that for any$E CEO, l] and any i and I (i > k) 
for some g E S; see [2] or [l I] for details. Since P is a projection, Pf -f = 
P(J - g> + ( g - f). Therefore, to estimate Pf - jI it smfkes to estimate 
(f - g)~ Let x E [x2 , x,,,]. Then, for any MZ > 0, 
y (3.1) we obtain 
In this case 
and 
The following result is known, but since it motivates much of what will 
follow, we include a proof. 
640/19/s6 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P = C hi @ Bi be the projection determined by {pi} 
where the pLi’s satisfy (3.1) and h, = C aijpj . Assume there are positive 
constants C, , C, , and r with 0 < r < 1 such that for all i 
/ ai, / < CIrli-jI 1 / aij [ < CIrii-31C2. (3.3) 
I,--il<k 
Let 0 < a < 01 < p < b < 1 and let f E C[O, 11. Then, there exist constants 
KI and Kz independent off and A such that for d su$iciently small 
II Pf -f Il~,m < W$f - s lI~,[a,a~ + &cd,“ir,flIf - s IL). (3.4) 
Proof. Let x E [01, p] and let i and m be such that a < xi-m < a < xi < 
x < xi+1 < p < Xi+m+k < b. By (3.2) and (3.3) it suffices to show that ford 
sufficiently small r”/(l - r) < (@. Now, P/(1 - r) < hk if and only if 
m + log,,,(l - r) 3 k log,,,h-l. Let 6 = min(a: - a, b - ,8>; then, 
1 7 
A 
< 
2m + k 2m + k 
<- 
Xi+m+P - xi-m 6 . 
The desired result now follows easily. 
It can now be seen that if each element of a sequence of projections {Pn), 
Pn: C[O, l] ---f S(A,), satisfies (3.1) and if there exist constants C, , C, , and r 
such that (3.3) is satisfied for all P, , then we will have a local convergence 
theorem for this sequence. 
A few observations on projections onto spline spaces are in order. First 
of all, if P = C Xi @ Bi , then (cf. (1.2)) 
Dil mpx II Ai II < II p II G my II Ai Il. 
If 4 = 2 aiXz , then, obviously, /I 4 // < max II h, II C I aj I. A converse 
inequality also holds: 
1 I aj I = ( c aA, 1 sgn a& > G II 4 II. 
Finally, the norm of an element 4 = C ai& is essentially determined by its 
action on S. We make this precise in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P = C Xi 0 Bi be a projection onto S. Then, with 
K = D, maxi I/ Xi /I, we have for 4 = C ai& 
K-l II + II < 1 I<+, &)I e II (b Il. (3.5) 
Proof. Let $ = C ai& and let {ci} be arbitrary scalars. Then, 
1 c ci<%, &>I < my I cj I c <A &>I < Dk 1 /<A &)I 11 c ~4 I_ . 
z z 
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Consequently, by a theorem of Helly (cf. [l, p. 431) there is a Z/J E C* such that 
i and // Q!J // < DI, Ci I($, &)I. Now, j/ C I/ = /I P$li < 
/! P j/ 1~ $ jl < maxi // Xi 11 De C I(#, &)I. The other inequality is clear. 
The above result has a converse. Namely, if (3,5) holds for some K, then 
// P j] < K. To see this, note that for Z/J E C*, I/ P*$ I/ = Ij C$, (#J, B,)& [j < 
K Cj I CC (#, B&b , BJI = KC, I(#, B,> i = K($, C e,Bj) < M II #J 1: fm 
appropriate ej E (-1, 1). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose P = c hi @I Bi is cz projection. Let {$%) be L;B 
basis for span&) satisfying 
(~WlC I ai I < C I<+, JA)i, where K is as in (3.5). 
THEOREM 3.6. Let P = C Xi @ Bi be the projection onto S determined by 
the functionals (+J. Assume that the &‘s satisfy (3.1) aBd (3.6). Further, assume 
that there is a constant A > 0 such thatfor all i,for ail r 3 1) andfor all (a:~ 
A-l y j a, / < F I( 5 ul+, ~ &>I~ (3.7) 
pi 3=i I=1 
Then, there exist constants K and r, 0 < r < i, depending olz only f and // P !/ 
such that 
ztlc-I 
Remark, From (3.5) and (3.6) it follows that (3.7) is equivalent to the 
assumption that the projections onto span{& ,..., BI+T) determined by 
($Q ,..., &+.> are uniformly bounded. 
Proof. Fix i. We prove the theorem for j > i. The case j < i follows by 
symmetry. Let j, = i and j, = jmeI + k = i + mk. Choose ~~~ E {--I? 1‘: 
so that 
Note that 
and that 
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C /a+,1 <fl C laid. 
~>&7L j=j,-* 
Now, with s, = ~~:~~‘, j a,, 1, we have Lrl s, = &:.0 ) aij 1 and 
ci>?n z 1 s- < As, for m 3 0. Therefore, by a lemma of Douglas, Dupont, and 
Wahlbin [S], it follows that s,,, < (A/(1 + A))“-’ As, . The desired result 
now follows easily. 
The quantity s1 = Ci’:-’ / a,? j can be bounded as follows: 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let {A,) be a sequence ofpartitions with lim,,, zN = 0. 
Let {PN}, PM: C[O, I] + S(A,) = S, , be a sequence of projections. Assume 
that there is a A, > 0 such that each PN satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.6 
with A,, in (3.7). Let 0 < a < 01 < p < b < 1. Then, there exists an integer 
N,, and constants Kl and K2 such that for every f c C[O, 11 
for N 2 N,, . 
Remarks. 1. Condition (3.1) may be relaxed to: There exists an r 3 0 
such that for all i, carr pi _C u;‘i-, supp B, and II pi 11 < 1. 
2. Theorem 3.6 can easily be extended to more general situations; all 
that is needed is that the spaces used for approximation have bases with 
properties similar to those of the normalized B-spline bases. 
3. The condition that C 1 ai / < r Ij a,& I/ for all {ai} for some I’ > 0 
(3.9, can be replaced by: There is a q < co and a r > 0 such that for all {ai>, 
Cc I ai IYn < rll C a& Il. H owever, in many cases of interest, e.g., inter- 
polation, the &‘s have disjoint carriers so that (3.5) holds trivially. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be given with xi < x,+~ Vi and let P: C[O, l] ---f 
S(4, A) = S be defined by Pf = s ifand only iff (TV) = s(T,), -0 < i < N - 1, 
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where 7, = (X,+l + X,+g + Xi+3)/3. If 0 < 67 < N < p < b < 1 Old fE 
C[O, I], then for d suJ5ciently small 
Proof. It suffices to verify (3.7). But, de oor [6] has shown that for 
any sequence (xi>, with x, < xi+4 Vi, 11 P/I < 27. 
The local convergence theorems for the usual Type I cubic spline inter- 
polation found by Hammerer and Reddien [9] required that the partition3 
be quasi-uniform. Later on, de Boor [5] showed that quasi-uniformity could 
be relaxed to a local mesh ratio restriction. The next result shows that if we 
restrict our attention to functionsfE C2[0, l], then no mesh ratio restriction 
is necessary. 
THEOREM 4.2. LetA: 0 = x0 < x1 < ... < x, = 1 and/eetP: t?[@ I]- 
S(4,n) = S be dejned by Pf = s ifand only iff (Xi) = S(X& 
f’(x,) = st(xf), i = 0, N. Let 0 < a < N < ,l3 < b < 1. Then. for 0 <j < 2, 
and d suficiently small, 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the least-squares 
projection L: C[O, l] -+ S(2, A) is bounded independent of d (cf. [3]). 
In a similar way one can prove a mesh ratio free local convergence theorem 
for Type I quintic spline interpolation. In fact, in light of the results of [g], 
one can prove (for quasi-uniform partitions) similar local convergence 
theorems for Type I interpolation by any fixed odd-degree splines. It should 
be noted that proofs of the above results were “boundary condition free” 
and that, consequently, verification of (3.7) was trivial. 
For cmr final application, we consider sequences of projections that are 
bounded in some L, , 1 < p < 03. Let us first recall [4], that for 1 < p < a 
there is a constant Dk,, such that for all sequences {a,) 
where Bi,p = {k/(xi+rc - x<))~/~ Bi . 
LEMMA 4.3. Let P = C Ai @ Bi,, be a projecfioz from L, onto 5’. Then, 
(4 0L.i s”Pijfii,=lE I<& ) f?l > ’ lip < /i P /I < SUp,irll.=1(C 1(X, ,f)!“ll”i 
(b) fir each X E span@,}, 
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(c) for each s E S, 
(il P II &,P II s IID < 
Here, U/q) + U/P) = 1. 
Conversely, tffor some K > 0, K-l II h IIn < (C 1(X, Bi,9)jq)1/q hold for all 
h E span&}, then, 11 P 11 < Kkl/q. 
Proof. (a) follows from (4.1). The arguments used to prove (b) and (c) 
are simply modifications of the proof of Lemma 3.2. The converse is also easy. 
The proof of the following result is similar to that of Theorem 3.6 so we 
omit it. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 1 < p < co and let P = C Ai @ Bi,2) be determined 
by linear functionaIs {&} satisfying (i) q$ = 0 a.e. on [0, I]\&, xi+,& 
(ii) I/ q$ /IQ ,( 1 Vi ((l/p) + l/q = l), and(iii) C j aj 1~ < y /I C a,& Izfir some 
constant y > 0. Further assume that there is a constant I-’ > 0 so that for 
each i andfor each r > k the projection onto span{& ,..., Bi+,.) determined by 
{di ,.,., &+?} is bounded in norm by r. Then, 
(a) if2 <p < co and Xi = Cu&, 
i+k 
I acj j < Krli-jl 1 1 aij Iq “’ i I for all i, j=i 
where K > 0 and 0 < r < 1 depend only on p, 
(b) if 1 < p < 2 and Ci = C b,,B,,, where <+i , Cj> = aij , 
1 bij I < Krli-jl for all i, 
where K and r are as in (a). 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let P satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4. Assume A 
is such that max(xi+r - x,}/min(xi+l, - xi> < CT. Then, when viewed as an 
operator on C[O, 11, the norm of P is bounded by (2oKy/(l - r)) D,,, /I P ]I9 
where K, r, and y are as in Theorem 4.4. 
Proof Assume 2 < p < co. Then, P = C h,h, @ Bi , where hi = 
{klxi+a-, )1/p, and II P /!m < maxi II hi& II1 . But II Xi 111 < mw II & III Cj I ai, I. 
HGlder’s mequality shows that // q$ Ill < (x~+~ - xj)llD 11 +j II4 < (x,+k - xj)l/“. 
Thus, 
Now, apply Lemma 4.3(b). 
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It is clear that a projection, P = C A, 0 Bi,l,, which is bounded on L, 
is also bounded on L, ; it is also clear that the L, norm of P, In general, 
depends on more than just the L,-norm of P. The above result yields that, 
with the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 and with a global mesh ratio restriction, 
the L, norm of P is of the same magnitude as the L, norm. In some cases 
the mesh restriction might not be necessary. Finally, let us note that with 
p = 2 and $i = B, 2, we can recover the result of [8], that the least-squares 
projection can be bounded in terms of a global mesh ratio. 
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